
PUBLIC

11 Cranborne Gardens 
Welwyn Garden City

AL7 3NF

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing to you to appeal the decision to refuse my application; reference ENF/2019/0059 at my 
property 11 Cranborne Gardens, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3NF.  The reason for my appeal is as 
follows; 

When we purchased the property in May 2015 the property already had a full asphalt drive and 
wooden fence between my property and no.12. I have included screen grabs from Google Maps and 
from Zoopla (Nov 2014) depicting this. I understand from my neighbours there was a hedge where 
the fence stood but it was removed by the previous owner. 

The asphalt drive was poorly maintained and large chunks of asphalt were breaking away. During 
rainy weather the drive would become muddy and flooded due to the large pot holes, leaving the 
right hand side of the drive hazardous, and unattractive. With a young family of two children aged  

at the time, along with my Wife being pregnant, I wanted to replace the existing drive with 
block paving to make it safe and more aesthetically pleasing – this included replacing the old fence. 

Following the completion of the driveway, we were made aware that a complaint has been made 
due to it breaching the local Estate Management Scheme, which I can assure you I was completely 
unaware of the scheme and did not intentionally set out to breach any rules. 

For me, I was merely replacing old with new and with several other properties in Cranborne Gardens 
having similar driveways i.e. full hard standing driveways and no greenery/hedges, there didn’t 
appear to be any set guidelines to adhere to – please see enclosed photo evidence. 

We sincerely apologise for the breach and given several other properties in Cranborne Gardens are 
also in breach of the Estate Management Scheme, we feel that we are being unfairly treated and 
discriminated against and would hope that you will review the decision and grant us the 
retrospective planning permission required. 

Thank you for your time and look forward to hearing from you. 

Regards




